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Damping as a function of pulsed field amplitude and bias field in thin film
Permalloy
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~Received 21 November 2002; accepted 5 February 2003!

We have measured the step response in thin film Permalloy as a function of both a hard-axis pulsed
field amplitude and an easy-axis longitudinal magnetic bias field using a pulsed inductive
microwave magnetometer. The bias field ranged from 0 to 8000 A/m~0 to 100 Oe! and the pulsed
field varied from 0.32 to 320 A/m~0.004 to 4 Oe!. The rotation angle of the equilibrium
magnetization direction varied from 0.002° to 40° for this range of field values. Data were analyzed
to extract the Gilbert damping parameter,a. The damping parameter decreased monotonically with
an increase in longitudinal bias field. However, there is no observed dependence ofa on the pulse
amplitude, indicating that the damping is independent of the angle of rotation. We conclude that
there is no significant nonlinear generation of spin waves that affects the damping in the case of free
induction decay for the range of field pulses employed.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1564866#
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As the bandwidth of magnetoelectronic devices a
proaches microwave frequencies, the role of damping in
switching response of magnetic thin films becomes e
more important. Details of the intrinsic mechanism under
ing damping in metallic thin films remain unclear, desp
extensive study.1–4 The experimental conditions in which th
damped gyromagnetic motion is observed can strongly af
the value for the damping rate extracted. In particular, dam
ing effects in a continuous wave~cw! ferromagnetic reso-
nance~FMR! experiment are different from those in a fre
induction decay experiment in response to a field pulse.
example, it is well established that the FMR linewidth
strongly broadened when large rf exciting powers
employed.5 This effect was explained by Suhl as the result
nonlinear generation of spin waves due to an inherent in
bility of the uniform FMR mode at large precession angle6

An estimate for the instability in Permalloy at 9 GHz~based
upon quantum mechanical transition probabilities! yields a
maximum FMR precession angle of 2°–4°, above wh
first-order Suhl instability leads to premature saturation
the resonance.4 However, in a free induction decay exper
ment, energy is not supplied at a constant rate to drive
uniform precessional mode, thereby precluding applicat
of standard Suhl theory. It is therefore difficult to estima
the excitation levels required to cause spin-wave instab
for high speed magnetization switching. Experimental d
are required to assess whether such effects have any be
on the free induction decay geometry.

We present data on the effect of field pulse energy on
damping in a free induction decay geometry where the fi
pulse is applied along the hard axis of a sample that exh
uniaxial anisotropy. The magnetization is rotated by ang
well in excess of the spin-wave instability in FMR, but n
evidence is observed of any nonlinear dependence of da
ing on the pulse amplitude. For free induction decay,
surmise that the intrinsic damping in permalloy is suf
ciently large to damp any precessional motion before
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spin-wave instabilities has a chance to grow to measura
levels.

Three thicknesses of polycrystalline Permalloy film
were deposited on sapphire coupons 1 cm31 cm3100 mm
with ~0001! orientation. Prior to deposition, the sapphire su
strates were cleaned using ion milling in Ar/O2 and Ar at-
mospheres to remove contaminants. A dc magnetron ope
ing in an Ar atmosphere at 0.533 Pa~4 mTorr! was used to
sputter a 5 nm Taadhesion layer, followed by 10, 25, and 5
nm of Permalloy (Ni81Fe19). A capping layer of 5 nm of Cu
was used to protect the Permalloy from oxidation. Samp
were grown in a 20 kA/m external magnetic field to indu
uniaxial anisotropy. The base pressure in the deposi
chamber was 1.3331026 Pa (1028 Torr!.

Samples were characterized using an induction-fi
looper to verify their quality. Figure 1 shows typical har
and easy-axis hysteresis loops. The effective magnetiza
Meff , for the purpose of precessional response, was de
mined as the field applied perpendicular to the sample

FIG. 1. An easy-axis bias of 32 A/m~0.4 Oe! was needed to close the
hard-axis loop. The measurement geometry of the PIMM is shown in
inset with the easy axis of the sample parallel to the waveguide’s ce
conductor. Bias field is applied parallel to the easy axis while a 10 ns p
field is applied perpendicular to it.
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face necessary to saturate the sample.Meff is defined as the
saturation magnetization,Ms , decreased by surface aniso
ropy, Ks :

Meff5Ms2
2Ks

m0Msd
, ~1!

wherem0 is the permeability of vacuum andd is the film
thickness. Thus, for positive surface anisotropy that ex
torque to rotate the magnetization out of the film plane,
effective magnetization is less than the actual satura
magnetization. Measurements were made with an alterna
gradient magnetometer in whichMeff was found to be 750
810, and 846 kA/m~9425, 10 180, and 10 630 Oe! for 10, 25,
and 50 nm films, respectively.

Samples were measured using a pulsed inductive mi
wave magnetometer~PIMM!.7 The width of the center con
ductor of the 50V coplanar waveguide used was 450mm.
The easy axis of the sample was aligned parallel to the
of the waveguide, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1. Fie
pulses of 50 ps rise time and 10 ns duration were crea
with a pulse generator. The pulsed field was therefore
ented along the hard axis of the sample. Pulse amplitu
were varied from 10 mV to 10 V using high-bandwidth a
tenuator networks. The sample was placed on the waveg
with the substrate acting as a 100mm spacer between th
Permalloy films and the waveguide. The nominal field a
plitudes were 0.16–160 A/m~0.002–2 Oe!, using the Kar-
lquist equation8 for the fields from a current strip. Twofold
enhancement of the pulsed field amplitude was achieved
placing a floating ground plane above the sample, which
creased the pulsed field to 0.32–320 A/m~0.004–4 Oe!. The
copper–beryllium floating ground plane was the same siz
the sample~1 cm31 cm! and was placed directly on top o
the sample that is on top of the waveguide. Image curre
generated in the ground plane increased instrument sen
ity, as well as the field strength, resulting in a fourfold i
crease in overall signal-to-noise ratio without any meas
able degradation in instrument bandwidth.

Time-resolved precessional response was measured
ing a 20 GHz bandwidth digital sampling oscilloscope. Da
were obtained for easy-axis static fields from 0 to 8 kA/m~0
to 100 Oe! and hard-axis step fields from 0.32 to 320 A/
~0.004 to 4 Oe!. The corresponding precession frequenc
ranged from about 700 MHz to 3 GHz, and were well with
the bandwidth of the detection system.7 Field inhomogeneity
of the bias field was less than 1% over the sample are
saturating field of 2.4 kA/m~30 Oe! was applied along the
hard axis to obtain a saturated background reference
sponse. The unsaturated and saturated responses were
tracted to obtain the precessional dynamics of the samp

The induced voltage of the precessional response m
sured in the time domain was converted into frequency sp
tra by fast Fourier transform for further analysis. The re
nance of the signal was extracted from the zero crossin
the real part of the spectrum and the damping was meas
as the full width at half maximum of the imaginary part
the spectrum. The resonance frequency as a function o
bias field can be described by the Kittel formula.9 In the limit
of uniaxial anisotropy fieldHk1Hb!Meff , the Kittel for-
mula gives
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25vMgm0Hb1vMvk , ~2!

wherevM5gm0Meff , vk5gm0Hk , g5gmB /\ is the gyro-
magnetic ratio,g is the spectroscopic Lande´ g–factor,mB is
the Bohr magneton,\ is the Planck constant divided by 2p,
andm0 is the permeability of vacuum. SinceMeff was deter-
mined independently by static magnetometry, the slope
the data forv0

2 vs Hb can be used to extract the Lande´ g–
factor, and thex intercept yields the uniaxial anisotropyHk

value.
The phenomenological damping parametera refers to

the Gilbert damping term in the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbe
equation,10

dM

dt
5gm0MÃH1

a

Ms
S M3

dM

dt D , ~3!

whereH is the total effective field. For each pulse amplitud
the easy-axis bias field was varied from 0 to 8 kA/m in
A/m steps~0 to 100 Oe in 1 Oe steps! yielding a value for
the resonance frequency and the full width at half maxim
resonance linewidth,Dv, for each bias field. The dampin
was calculated froma'Dv/(gm0Meff) within the limit of
Meff@Hb1Hk .11,12 These results agree with damping valu
obtained by a time-domain fit to the Gilbert equation.7 The
resonance frequency data were fitted to Eq.~2! and yielded
values ofHk for the 10, 25, and 50 nm samples of 424, 48
and 528 A/m~5.3, 6.0, and 6.6 Oe!, respectively. The root
mean square~rms! variance in the extracted anisotropies w
less than 10 A/m as determined by the error in the fitt
parameters for Eq.~2!.

The extracted values ofa for 10, 25, and 50 nm Permal
loy are shown in Figs. 2~a!–2~c!, respectively. Data are
shown as a function of the pulse amplitude for values ofHb

of 0, 400, 1600, and 8000 A/m~0, 5, 20, and 100 Oe!.
If there were any generation of inhomogeneous prec

sional motion during the rotation process, this isby definition
spin-wave generation. Such spin-wave generation wo
necessarily contribute to the damping rate by removing p
cessional energy from the uniform excitation mode withk'0
to higher order modes withkÞ0. The higher order mode
couple poorly to the waveguide with an inductive efficien
that scales inversely withk. In essence, the generation
magnons withkÞ0 is a form of inhomogeneous line broad
ening that directly contributes to the observed damping, e
though such mechanisms do not directly contribute to
draining of precessional energy from the spin system. Th
we should expect that the damping would be strongly
fected by the pulse amplitude if an instability in the prece
sional dynamics caused a nonlinear increase in spin-w
generation.

Figures 2~a!–2~c! show that there is no dependence ofa
on the pulse amplitude for any of the thicknesses stud
However, there is a strong dependence ofa on Hb . This is
explicitly shown for the 25 nm film in the inset of Fig. 2~a!
for 320 and 3.2 A/m~4 and 0.04 Oe! pulse fields. This is in
agreement with previously reported results.7,13–15 It appears
that the damping depends on the frequency of the rotatio
precession rather than on the angle of magnetization rota

The final magnetization anglef f after a field step of
amplitudeHp is given by the transcendental equation16
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sin~f f !1
Hb

Hk
tan~f f !5

Hp

Hk
. ~4!

Using measured values ofHk , and Hb50, Eq. ~4! gives
rotations of 0.04°–40° for the 25 nm sample. This lar
variation shows that the rotation angle itself has no mea
able impact on the damping observed. Similarly, for a giv
nonzero value of bias field, damping is still unaffected by
field pulse amplitude. Thus, we find no evidence of sp
wave instability in these reorientation experiments.

If any other mechanism for nonlinear spin-wave gene
tion ~e.g., three magnon processes! were a significant factor
that contributed to damping, strong dependence of the da

FIG. 2. Dependence of the Gilbert phenomenological damping paramea
with pulse amplitudeHp at 0, 0.4, 1.6, and 8.0 kA/m~0, 5, 20, and 100 Oe!
longitudinal bias fieldsHb , shown for 10, 25, and 50 nm films in~a!–~c!,
respectively. The error bars are no larger than the size of the data p
unless shown. The inset of~b! is a plot of the damping vsHb for 320 and 3.2
A/m ~4 and 0.04 Oe! pulse fields for the 25 nm thick film.
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ing on Hp should be observed. This is because the rotat
angle is a measure of the number ofk'0 magnons,N0 ,
initially generated in the sample.4 For Hb50, N0 scales qua-
dratically with field pulse17

N05
1

2gmb
AMs

Hk
3 Hp

2. ~5!

Thus, any nonlinear processes for damping for which
relaxation rate scales as some power of the initially exci
magnon density should exhibit a quadratic dependence
the pulse amplitude, at the very least. This was not obser

Nonlinear properties may also be detected through
shifts ofHk or the Lande´ g2factor when analyzed using Eq.
~2!. We found no variation ofHk or of the Lande´ g–factor
with the pulse amplitude, further demonstrating that th
was no shift of frequency due to nonlinear processes.4

These results would suggest that the uniform prec
sional motion ceases before any nonlinear instabilities ha
chance to grow to significant levels. However, our obser
tions do not preclude either nonlinear effects due to satu
tion of the lowest order modes excited by a waveguide
finite width,7 or the generation of spin waves due to rotati
of the magnetization from the hard to the easy axis.18 The
pulse amplitudes used in this study were well below
magnitude required to induce a full 90° rotation of the ma
netization, thereby avoiding any classical saturation effec5

In addition, this study was limited to the case of dynam
reorientation of the magnetization away from the easy axi
order to compare it with similar magneto-optic measu
ments that suggest linear response in this configuration.18

The dependence of the damping parameter on the
field remains unexplained, although previous studies h
attributed the dependence to sample inhomogeneity.13,15,19

However, a comparison of the damping parameter of ind
tive and optical methods showed that the field depende
does not scale with the sample area measured.3
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